NO PREP for kindergarten students

Thank you for your downloading this freebie! I hope you love this resource as much as we do.

This product is intended for individual or single classroom use only. Please do NOT file share or upload any part of this resource to the web.

All materials are Copyright 2016-2019 Keeping My Kiddo Busy, LLC. All rights reserved. May not be copied or shared in any way.
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LOVE THIS FREEBIE?

Click here to grab the entire September morning work pack.

HAVE YOU JOINED OUR FREEBIE LIBRARY?

Click here to join and access FREE resources right away.
Common Core Standards
September Morning Seat Work

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.1.D
Recognize and name all upper- and lowercase letters of the alphabet.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.1.A
Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page.

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RF.K.2.A
Recognize and produce rhyming words.

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.K.CC.A.3
Write numbers from 0 to 20. Represent a number of objects with a written numeral 0-20 (with 0 representing a count of no objects). FOCUS ON 1-10 this month.

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.K.CC.B.4
Understand the relationship between numbers and quantities; connect counting to cardinality.

CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.K.G.A.2
Correctly name shapes regardless of their orientations or overall size.
Name_____________________

**September**

**Day 1**

**Capital Letters**  Find and circle the correct matching letters.

```
K A T B A
Q A R S
```

**Lowercase Letters**  Find and circle the correct matching letters.

```
e p i a u
a d l o w a
```

**Tracing Lines**  Trace the lines and help the babies get to their mama.

```
\[\text{Dashed lines for tracing.}\]
```

**Rhyming**  Color the pictures that rhyme with the picture in the box.

```
[Images of items: blanket, broom, cat, hat]
```

**Numbers:**

- **Color the dice:**

```
[Image of a die with a single dot]
```

- **Fill in the ten frame with the correct dots:**

```
\[\text{Ten frame with one dot filled.}\]
```
Name__________________________

Day 2

September

Capital Letters  Find and circle the correct matching letters.

B  W  B  R  B
P  E  X  Z  L

Lowercase Letters  Find and circle the correct matching letters.

b  u  t  v  b
b  i  y  b  c

Tracing Lines  Trace the lines and help the babies get to their mama.

Rhyming  Color the pictures that rhyme with the picture in the box.

Numbers:  Color the dice  Fill in the ten frame with the correct dots.

Start at the star to trace the number.
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Name ___________________________

Day 3

September

Capital Letters Find and circle the correct matching letters.

C L B C C

M F C E A

Lowercase Letters Find and circle the correct matching letters.

r n c q f

a c n c i

Tracing Lines Trace the lines and help the babies get to their mama.

 Rhyming Color the pictures that rhyme with the picture in the box.

Color the dice

Fill in the ten frame with the correct dots.

Numbers:

Start at the star to trace the number.
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Name ____________________________

Capital Letters
Find and circle the correct matching letters.
D D B D R
D I L H A J

Lowercase Letters
Find and circle the correct matching letters.
F a V d W
d g d d c d

Tracing Lines
Trace the lines and help the babies get to their mama.

Rhyming
Color the pictures that rhyme with the picture in the box.

Numbers:
Start at the star to trace the number.

Color the dice
Fill in the ten frame with the correct dots.
Capital Letters
Find and circle the correct matching letters.

E G L W E
U N E A E

Lowercase Letters
Find and circle the correct matching letters.

e a m u y
e t g d i e

Tracing Lines
Trace the lines and help the babies get to their mama.

Rhyming
Color the pictures that rhyme with the picture in the box.

Color the dice
Fill in the ten frame with the correct dots.

Numbers:
Start at the star to trace the number.
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I have complete monthly packs that address specific kindergarten standards. The skills progressively get more difficult each month throughout the school year to help target your instruction. The goal is for students to be able to complete these worksheets independently, and the spiral review gives them the confidence and scaffolding they need.

**READ THE REVIEWS ON TPT**

“I love how easy this is for my students to do independently while I do my "morning jobs"! I also love that it goes right along with the standards!”

“I love the repetition that allows students to be independent in their work as well as the increasing level of complexity throughout the year. And top it off with a cherry that it aligns with standards! This allows me to check students in and get folders gone through without wasting precious time getting them focused and ready to learn!”

“One of my very favorite TPT purchases! My mornings are so much easier now that I use these. Requires very little direction and reviews important concepts! LOVE LOVE LOVE!”